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Is There Green Value in Real Estate?
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Introduce myself
-professional appraiser with D.R. Coell and Associates in Victoria 
-course author for UBC and have delivered seminars on the topic of Green Blg valuation




Presentation Outline

• Concept of Market Value

• Green Value – Cliché or Reality

• Difficulties in identifying green buildings

• Case Studies - Economics of Green buildings 

• Trends

• Summary and Questions



Market Value
The Appraisal Institute of Canada defines Market value 

as…

The most probable price, as of a specified date, the 
property (rights) should sell after:

• reasonable exposure in a competitive market

• buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, 
and for self-interest

• and assuming that neither is under undue duress.

Market value is not “value to owner”.



Massive Saanich Shopping Centre Re-Development 
Goes Green (Journal of Commerce Dec 2008)

Property Report: ENVIRONMENT
Landlords wake up and smell the green

The rush is on to leave a smaller footprint - and 
they're not talking about a building's lot size

RICHARD BLACKWELL 
July 17, 2007

Has Sustainability Become a Cliché?
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Some Examples of Green in the News and Project Marketing 
Morguard’s Town & Country SC – Now the Uptown Centre
-47-year-old community SC…a brownfield site
-Morguard is turning the 225,000 strip mall into a 1.2 million sq.ft. of retail and office (res was nixed due to market conditions)
-aiming for LEED Neighbourhood Development Gold

Trade Journals Have Gone Green
-Journal of Green Building, Journal of Sustainable Building, Green Building Journal, even the Green Building Sheet Metal Journal….whats next?   
-thousands of new websites dealing with green or sustainable design
-many suppliers are marketing their products as having sustainable design with lower energy consumption, use of re-cycled materials, longer life-spans, 
and higher efficiency: lots of hype. 
-Prov & Fed governments and major corps, pension funds, etc., are front and centre promoting sustainability: green leases, and green space management policies. 
They appear to be motivated by multiple reasons: reducing costs, retaining tenants and keeping occupancy high, and triple bottom line reporting (people, planet, profit).

Problem: there is no generally accepted definition of a green building or sustainable design…in fact the terms are often used inter-changeably.
There is a danger that use of the term “green” is becoming so prevalent that it is becoming a cliché like Prime, Grade A Beef (I’ve never Grade B in a store)   
For example, if I describe a building in my appraisal report as a green building….what I am telling the client or others about the building position in the market….not really a lot.
 



Is There a Green Premium?
• Lot of published research – Australia and USA (Kats) 

• Case studies deal with institutional buildings or owner occupied

• Andrew Nelson of Deutsche Bank (Feb 2009) claims: 

Owners of green buildings should generally outperform -- or at least minimize their 
losses -- in this recession relative to less sustainable properties, while achieving 
other social or company goals. Firms increasingly demand greener facilities, 
yielding operating premiums for greener buildings even as overall tenant space 
needs decline with the economy, and the recession is not changing these 
preferences.



Defining Sustainable Buildings

Non Organic Organic



Defining Sustainable Buildings
Some Indicators of Sustainable Design 

• Site Selection & Blg Envelope Siting

• Use of Materials & Finishes

• Energy & Water Efficiency

• Quality of Indoor Environment – Occupant Comfort

• Durability and Adaptability, etc….

How Many Attributes = A Green Building?   
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-Appraisers inventory the physical attributes of a building, including the site since these factors are important in making market comparisons
-We need to improve our understanding of sustainable design so we can assemble the data that may set a building apart from its competitors.
-Some of these include:  
-Problem is valuation is not an exact science.  There is no magic formula to tell us that low-e windows, operable windows, open floorplan, raised plenums, 
reduced parking = a green building.  
-in fact, this isn’t important.   The key is for appraisers to use their judgement and market data (rents, vacancies, blg sales, cap rates) to understand how 
building owners, tenants, and others view these upgrades and features for existing and new buildings.





Identifying Sustainable Blg Design
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Top Left: Reflective fixtures with T-8 Lamps
-diffuse light, fewer lamps required for non-work areas
-lamps require only half the energy as a conventional T-12 flourescent lamp and have a longer lamp life

Occupancy-sensing lighting controls

Open Floor Plan: When modern lamps are installed in an open floor plate design fewer lamps are required since the emphasis is on task lighting
, not providing the same illumination for every square foot of floor area.  This is a major indicator of sustainable design.

Lower Left: MDF wainscotting in the new UVIC Math and Social Sciences Buildings

Right: -Use of day-lighting to reduce illumination requirements for the common area at Langara College




Identifying Sustainable Blg Design
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SWISSPEARL® facade panels are durable exterior cladding made from cement composite with
a recycled component.   � �  



Identifying Sustainable Blg Design
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Underfloor Air Systems 
Under-floor air systems, in which raised-access floors serve as plenums for distributing cooled air throughout buildings. 
-improved thermal comfort, improved indoor air quality, reduced energy use, and improved flexibility for office moves. 
-Implications for appraisers: reduced cost in mechanical systems and require less floor to ceiling height. 
 In a high-rise blg the benefits can be significant…may mean an extra floor can be 
added assuming height and density limits are met.�     



Green Premium is Tough to Prove

• Small # of commercial & residential buildings are rated

• Rating systems are complex – mixed reaction in the market

• Buildings may not deliver promised outcomes

– Actual O&M costs > performance targets & intangibles tough to measure

– New technology and building systems contribute to investment risk 

– Reduced covered parking may be a market negative 

– Tough to achieve rents in excess of competitors, esp. in downturn
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-are the terms green and sustainable inter-changeable 
-while rating schemes for sustainable design have been around for a number of years only a small number of building are rated
-most of these systems have focused on new buildings until recently!

Two main green building rating systems in Canada for commercial construction: LEED and BOMA BEST (others exist for residential)
In summary, there is no definitive definition for a green building – no textbook answer.  We are still at the stage where one must build a 
case to show that the building has sufficient elements of sustainable or green design to distinguish it from competing buildings.  

The biggest problem facing valuation and other real estate professionals is the lack of a generally accepted methodology for measuring 
ROI on green buildings.   The costs can be quantified.  It’s the tangible and intangible benefits that are very hard to measure, 
such as higher blg occupancy, lower churn rates, improved asset value, 
reduced repairs and maintenance.



http://www.bomabest.com/


Prbs in Defining Green Buildings
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This slide brings the issue of new v. existing construction into focus.  There are relatively few buildings added to the overall 
inventory of commercial buildings every year.

About 66% of all existing commercial buildings were constructed prior to 1980 (actually more given the age of this survey)
Most of these buildings have older, less efficient ventilation, heating, and air conditioning systems.  
Most of few water conservation measures.   The building envelope represents old technology.

Another way to look at this slide is that there is a great potential for re-investment in green technology for the 
existing building stock.



Appraisers Measure the Market
MARCH 2008 MORGUARD Investor Survey



Different Perspectives on Value
• Motivation of developer, owner, and tenant may be “disparate”

– Developer: 

– Owner 

– Tenant or Building Occupants 

Appraisers determines Market value rather value to a specific party

• Generally accepted valuation practices are founded in economic theory

• Valuation tools to identify and measure impact of Sustainable Design: 

– Life-cycle analysis for comparison of investment options for upgrades

– Pro Forma analysis common for development land valuation

– Market analysis
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Who is the appraiser’s client: developer seeking financing for a building project, the owner seeking 
financing to buy or renovate a blg, or the tenant negotiating rent with the landlord.

Each of these parties has different motivation or split incentives.
-Developer has a short-term perspective, maximize developer’s profit and finance 100% of construction 
– pro forma must show a value upon completion which greatly the development cost before a lender will step in.  
This means Developer’s are very attentive to cost control.
-A prudent owner has a long-term perspective wants market rent, high occupancy and happy tenants…this 
means a well maintained, 
Well constructed and located blg with good thermal comfort, energy efficiency, and other amenities.
-Tenant not always well informed about blg O&M costs…much of the focus in leasing is on net rent 
rather than gross rent or total costs of occupancy.

Valuation Tools
-DCF
-IRR
-Simple return

Market Based Studies
-answers the question if I invest X in a blg what rent can I achieve?



Owner Motivation for Sustainable Buildings 

2008 Morguard Investor Survey Findings 
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These research findings are some proof owner motivation.   These outcomes are consistent with a McGraw Hill (leading sources of construction news & resources source)
in the USA.   Energy costs are much higher in the many parts of the USA than Canada, there are stronger incentives for green in states such as NY

Gov’t incentives contribute to cost savings - availability of grants from a hydro utility and the federal improve the viability 
of building energy upgrades.  This leads to a question: are market forces sufficient to justify green investments in the 
absence of government or GBE grants and incentives?   



Green Building Valuation Questions
A credible valuation must deal with these questions.

• What sets this property apart from competitors in sustainable design?

• Are high occupancy levels due to sustainable features?

• Will tenants pay more rent given alternatives & market conditions? 

• Will a proposed green building deliver lower O & M costs?

• Are projected construction costs realistic?  

• Will pension funds accept lower returns to meet Triple Bottom Line Goals?  
What about REITS and smaller investors? 

• Are indirect benefits measurable or relevant for appraisal purposes?

Green appraiser



CASE STUDY – DEVELOPMENT LAND

The Radius – Mixed Residential Commercial Project at Blanshard & Herald St

• 350,000 sq. ft. LEED Silver Target for Office Tower

• Developer sold project in Sept 2008 due to failure to deliver economic project for financing

• Various parties reviewed the project – pro forma analyzed and budget adjusted

– Project costs est. at $125 million but $10 million reduction needed for viability

– LEED certification $246,000 or 6% of soft costs budget

– Geothermal and specialty window coatings estimated at about $3 million



CASE STUDY – NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
The Raven – Commercial Project in Saanich 

• 25,000 sq. ft. LEED Gold Target for Commercial

• First commercial building commissioned in Victoria with 
geothermal heating

• Incremental cost about $300,000 

• Geothermal delivers 100% of heating and 80% of cooling 

• Cost of “free conditioned air” recovered from Tenant at $1 PSF 
indexed at CPI

• Green Roof adds 30% increase in R factor 

• Main capital cost benefits was reduction in mechanical systems
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-The recovery of geothermal heat from the tenant results in a direct increase in the value of the blg of ABOUT $385,000, representing about 
3% to 3.5% of the total Building value.

-when this pre-leasing for this blg began in summer 2008, rents of $30 PSF were achieved.  These rents were in the order 
of $2 to $3 PSF than rents achieved in a similar New non-LEED office buildings in non-core suburban setting.  This “lift” in rent
translates to 4% to 4.5% of total value.

-total direct benefits of sustainable design for this blg over its competitors represents about $650,000.

-other indirect benefits are difficult to measure….however, the owner expects lower long-term repairs for mechanical & ventilation systems 
and the roof system as a result of Sustainable design.



ARC Building – Selkirk Waterfront Community Victoria

• Building commissioned in 1993

• Energy audit revealed opportunity for energy savings

• Tenant (Province) financed upgrades to building systems

• Tenant recovered investment over lease term (

 

10 yrs) by 
lower O&M expense

• Other incentives offered in rent at renewal

• 23% reduction in hydro and 54% reduction in gas costs

• $1 PSF savings overall achieved in energy costs

ARC Building (Jawl Properties) 

BOMA Go Green Plus

CASE STUDY – GREEN LEASING
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Problem with conventional leases: no clear incentive for the landlord to invest in energy retrofit or major renovation if the benefits accrue to 
tenants in a fully net lease Scenario – the most common.   

A green lease in a commercial building has additional schedules compared to a conventional lease contract.  Green leases include a legal basis for
monitoring and improving Building performance and targets for tenants and owners to achieve resource efficiency targets (e.g. energy, water, waste) 
and to minimize the environmental impacts.   

For example, in a conventional commercial building:
up to 50% of water is used for water cooled chillers
35 % is for domestic use (flushing toilets) 
Only 5% is actually consumed by the occupants
PWGSC and the Province of BC are leaders in green leasing.  PWGSC has negotiated over 70 new or renewed leases green leases since 2004

However, a green lease can also fund building upgrades: the ARC Building as an example.

Implications for Appraisers examining the income stream of the blg:  
the stated rent is not necessarily market rent!  We need to focus on gross rent.  
upgrades may allow the landlord to achieve higher rents for new leases

http://www.jawlproperties.com/images/properties/arc_building.jpg


Atrium Building (Jawl Properties) 

NEW BUILDINGS TO WATCH

The Hudson Building (Townline Group) 
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-both blgs scheduled for completion in 2010…however likely optimistic for the Hudson
-Atrium is a 7 storey 204,000 ft2 office blg with BC ferries as the anchor tenant
-Atrium has a no of sustainable design features with Leed Gold Target
	operable windows
	open floor plates
	166 parking stalls (very low parking to GBA ratio) and 48 bike stalls 
	large central atrium for day-lighting interior offices and solar capture 75% of occupied space daylighted
	green roof
	>18% more efficiency than current energy standard for commercial office space
Hudson is a ‘heritage’ makeover of a dept store to create a residential blg – more challenges in achieving sustainable design
-Hudson is a 6 storey 152 residential unit project…
	geothermal (brought drill rigs into the blg core) for radiant in-floor heating 
	low e window glazing used in restoration of all exterior windows
	units will compete with a no of other new projects in downtown core
	
	



Thank You
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Summary and Wrap Up
-there is no definitive definition for a green buildings…shades of gray in this case, green….in the end the market will tell us if the building
has a sufficient number of green features to set it apart from other buildings.
-the difficulty for appraisers is distinguishing between generalized information, market hype, and market reality – what is measured in the local market
-we discussed the problem of split incentives in the valuation of green buildings and land proposed for green blg investments
-we shown on green design (Raven) and green leasing (Arc) can lead to measurable increases in building value

QUESTIONS or COMMENTS?
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